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By this characteristic, Vehicles and the Internet, which are
two most prominent elements of our modern lives, has become
ever more important [7]. Moreover, for the support of the
VANET in road networks, the dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) has been standardized as IEEE 802.11p (now
incorporated into IEEE 802.11-2012), which is an extension
of IEEE 802.11a, considering the characteristics of vehicular
networks, such as high-speed mobility and network fragmentation. For wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE),
the IEEE has standardized IEEE 1609 family standards, such
as IEEE 1609.3 and 1609.4. The IEEE 1609 standards specify
IPv6 as the network-layer protocol. With this trend, it is time to
enable vehicular networking with IPv6 to let various Internetbased applications run on top of transport-layer protocols, such
as TCP, UDP, and SCTP. IPv6 is suitable for a network layer
in vehicular networks in that the protocol has abundant address
space, autoconﬁguration features, and protocol extension ability through extension headers.
Compared with the original wireless local area network
(WLAN) scenarios, VANET is a much more challenging
task [8] due to the high vehicle mobility, but it has much
more predictable information. As reported in [4], the overall
connectivity range of an RSU is around 500–600 m, which
allows a connection time of 15–18 s to a vehicle moving at
the velocity of 120 km/h. In reality, the number of RSUs
deployed along the road cannot be enough for providing
the ubiquitous coverage due to the high deployment and
maintenance cost, particularly in a sparse populated region.
Thus, cooperative intervehicle communications is required
accordingly as a supplement to extend the coverage of RSUs
in vehicular networks. For the fast and reliable data exchange
in the vehicular networks, geographically adjacent should be
collaborators, not channel competitors of all vehicles [9].
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the ﬁrst of
TCP-proxy-based data send through TCP Context Migration
Scheme (called TOMS). Vehicles can their TCP segments in
a delay-tolerant way by using another vehicle close to the
communication rage of an RSU as a proxy. Our TOMS allows
vehicles to perform proactive TCP connection initialization by

Abstract—The recent advances in wireless communication
techniques have made it possible for fast-moving vehicles to
download data from the Internet. For the reliable data upload
and download, TCP can be used for vehicular networks. However, TCP requires the connection initialization using three-way
handshaking for the data exchange between two end systems over
the Internet. Thus, the efﬁcient operation of TCP is important
for data services in the vehicular networks. This paper proposes
a method of TCP Context Migration Scheme (TOMS) for the
enhancement of data services in vehicular networks. TOMS
provides vehicles with proactive TCP connection initialization
using a moving TCP proxy as a cluster head, which will have
the Internet connectivity with a Road-Side Unit (RSU). A cluster
member can initiate its TCP connection toward its corresponding
TCP end-system (e.g., server and peer) via the TCP proxy within
its cluster. The TCP proxy performs the TCP connection set-up
for the sake of other cluster member vehicles and acknowledges
the received TCP segments toward these vehicles. When the TCP
proxy moves out of the communication range of the RSU, it
transfers the TCP contexts of other vehicles to another vehicle,
which will play the role of a TCP proxy through the proposed
TCP context migration scheme. Also, the RSU works as a ﬁxed
TCP proxy for handling the acknowledgement of TCP segments
and TCP timer handling (e.g., persist timer and keepalive timer)
when there happens the disconnection between the moving proxy
and the RSU. Thus, it is shown that our TOMS outperforms the
legacy TCP in vehicular networks.
Index Terms—Vehicular Networks, Vehicular TCP, Cooperative TCP, IPv6, VANET

I. I NTRODUCTION
As one of the most active research areas these days, the
advanced vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [1]–[5] can
be used for data exchange in road networks where vehicles
as moving networks (MNs) with multiple in-vehicle devices
or hosts are inter-connected. Some of these services will want
to be connected to the Internet. The vehicles are possible to
connection to the Internet through Road-Side Units (RSUs).
During car driving, you can enjoy the Internet services only
under the communication the coverage of RSUs. Such a
fundamental vehicular communication framework is referred
to as the Drive-thru Internet [4][6].
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using a moving TCP proxy as a cluster head, which reaches
or is within the communication range of an RSU. A vehicle
as a cluster member can start its TCP connection toward its
corresponding TCP end-system (e.g., server and peer) via a
moving TCP proxy within its cluster. This TCP proxy performs
the TCP connection initialization for the safe of other cluster
member vehicles, and also performs the acknowledgement of
the received TCP segments toward these vehicles. When the
TCP proxy moves out of the communication range of the
RSU, the TCP contexts of other vehicles in the TCP proxy
migrate to another vehicle to play the role of a moving TCP
proxy through our proposed TCP context migration scheme.
In addition, the RSU plays the role of a ﬁxed TCP proxy
for handling the acknowledgement of TCP segments and TCP
timer handling (e.g., persist timer and keepalive timer) before
the disconnection between the moving proxy and the RSU will
occur. Therefore, our TOMS is a promising TCP enhancement
for fast and reliable data services in vehicular networks.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A vehicular network architecture of fast and reliable TCP
service.
• A TCP context migration scheme using TCP proxies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes related work relevant to TCP data services in
vehicular networks. Section III describes the design of our
TCP context migration scheme. Section IV, we discuss research issues for TCP data services. Section V, evaluates the
performance of TOMS in terms of the TCP Setup Time. In
Section VI, we conclude this paper along with future work.

Fig. 1. Problem of TCP in vehicular network

download the data from an RSU to signiﬁcantly reduce their
download time.
In both aforementioned works [9][11], vehicular cooperation only occurs when vehicles have a common interest
to download the same ﬁle from the infrastructure, which is
different from our work that focuses on TCP pre-setup between
the most heading vehicles and cloud server and relay the
information to initiator vehicle.
TOMS, however, develop a TCP Context migration scheme
for enhancement of data services in vehicular networks, and
based on the shared the TCP connection information, TOMS
lets vehicles have a quick connection after previous connection
for the driving environment.

II. R ELATED W ORK
VANETs have been extensively studied for the past decade.
A vehicle in VANETs is expected to become one of clients for
connecting cloud server. For faster transmit, The cooperative
vehicular communications represent an effective approach to
extend the RSUs coverage and have attracted an extensive
research attention. Various cooperative schemes have been proposed in VANETs accordingly, which can be usually divided
into two categories [10], i.e., V2I and V2V communications.
Our work combines both kinds of cooperation and TCP
Connection sharing each vehicular.
Zhou et al. proposed a cooperative Drive-thru Internet
scheme called ChainCluster [9]. ChainCluster selects appropriate vehicles to form a linear cluster on the highway. The cluster
members then cooperatively download the same content ﬁle,
with each member retrieving one portion of the ﬁle, from the
roadside infrastructure. With cluster members consecutively
driving through the roadside infrastructure, the download of
a single vehicle is virtually extended to that of a tandem
of vehicles, which accordingly enhances the probability of
successful ﬁle download signiﬁcantly.
Zhu et al. proposed a multiple-vehicle protocol for collaborative data downloading by using network coding (NC) [11].
When multiple vehicles that are approaching each other have
a common interest in certain data, they can collaboratively

III. D ESIGN OF TCP C ONTEXT M IGRATION S CHEME
In this section, we will describe the design of TCP Context
Migration Scheme for Enhancement of Data Services in Vehicular Networks. The goal of TOMS is to reduce TCP setup
time and cooperative data transmit time between RSU and
vehicle. Web sites usually use the TCP protocol for HTTP
communication. The dangerous things happen on real roads
should be uploaded to the central control center in real time.
eq. cloud server. However, there are some problems with
putting TCP on VANET at this time.
As shown in Fig. 1, there are two problems. The ﬁrst
problem is the sender must wait until the RSU coverage is
reached for sending the packet. Second the problem is always
congestion window starts with 1 segment. However, if the
channel is clear, there is no need to start TCP on a 1 segment.
To solve this problem, we introduce the network architecture
for TCP cooperative
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Fig. 2. Option for data transmission
Fig. 4. TCP setup procedure

•

Packet Transmit: Sends the data of a real vehicle that
received the TCP connection information.

B. Cooperative Mode
In this section, describes how to connect to a real cloud
servers at each location. Please refer Fig. 3
1) Outside of RSU communication range: Both the initiator
vehicle and the proxy gateway vehicle are outside the RSU
communication range. The leading vehicles reach RSU communication coverage. Therefore, the initiator vehicle sends the
TCP conﬁguration information to the proxy gateway vehicle.
The lead vehicle sets itself as a proxy and keeps the packets
in a queue.
2) Reaching RSU communication range: The lead vehicle
has just arrived in the RSU communication coverage area. If
the lead vehicle is set to proxy mode and data for TCP settings
is in the queue, the packet is forwarded to the RSU.
3) Exiting RSU communication range: When the vehicle in
the proxy mode is out of the RSU communication range, the
TCP setting information must be sent to the next vehicle. The
next proxy has an RSU and a hop count of 1, and the closest
vehicle in the source vehicle is a candidate
4) Inside of RSU communication range: When Communicates directly with the RSU(Hop Count: 1) without the help of
another vehicle, they can communicate directly without proxy
vehicle.

Fig. 3. How to determine the proxy mode vehicle

A. TCP Connection Situation
As shown in Fig. 2, If the yellow vehicle outside the RSU
communication range wants to send TCP data. We want to
send data to the cloud server through collaborative mode
between vehicles. First, the vehicle closest to the RSU in the
same direction will be connected to the Internet for the ﬁrst
time. As shown in Fig. 3, it is called the proxy header and is
responsible for the TCP connection with the cloud server.
We discuss how to reduce the time of connections and
procedures when sending TCP data to the cloud server. TOMS
has the following rules:
•

•

•

C. TCP Setup Procedure
As shown in Fig. 4, describes the procedure for requesting
access to a website from vehicle 3 to a cloud server.
1) TCP Setup Request: Vehicles at the head of the same direction are selected using the advertised vehicle’s information
in each vehicle location, speed and routing path information.
We do not care about vehicles behind the driving direction.
IPv6 addresses are used for inter-vehicle communication. Also,
the traditional networks is connected with RSU and wired the
network stack should not be changed. We encapsulates the
original TCP/IP packet and wraps the IPv6 header for the

Discovery: Each vehicle must advertise their vehicles
around. This information includes the location, hop count
and IP address for reaching a speciﬁc host or RSU.
Decision Proxy: In consideration of the vehicle direction,
the distance to the RSU and the hop counter, the head
vehicle in the same traveling direction is selected as the
proxy gateway vehicle
TCP Setup: The vehicle selected as a proxy establishes a
TCP connection with the server. And sends the connected
connection information to the actual source vehicle.
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Fig. 6. TCP Setup Time of traditional wireless network
Fig. 5. Network layer architecture

VANET. The IPv6 extension header is used for IPv6 packet
transmission between vehicles.
2) TCP SYN: The lead vehicle sends a TCP SYN to
the cloud server via the RSU. The RSU manages the TCP
SYN packet path from the TABLE’s VANET network. Then,
the IP Header used in the VANET network is removed and
transmitted to the Cloud Server via ethernet.
3) TCP SYN+ACK: When the RSU receives a TCP SYN
+ ACK over the Ethernet network, it encapsulates the information and attaches a new IPv6 header using the TABLE
information stored in the RSU. The leading vehicle (proxy)
that receives this information immediately responds with an
ACK to the server and simultaneously conveys the connection
information to the source vehicle.
4) TCP Data Transmit: After this process, even if the
actual source vehicle is outside the RSU communication
range, a TCP connection can be established and data can be
transmitted.

Fig. 7. TCP Setup Time of using vehicular network

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of TOMS
in terms of the TCP Setup Time. We compare TOMS with
traditional wireless network and vehicular network. In the
traditional network approach, communication is possible when
the initiator enters the RSU communication range. In the
vehicular network approach, it starts packet routing when the
lead vehicle enters the RSU communication range. In our
proposal, it improves the connection speed by sending the
TCP setup information to the lead vehicle. we measure time
between vehicle of TCP client and Cloud of TCP server. In
the third vehicle, it operates as a TCP client and requests
connection to the Cloud Server. The total length of the road
is 2 km and the maximum speed of the vehicle is 90 km/h.
The vehicle 3 requests a TCP connection at 50 seconds for
sending data. The data transmission power is 50.4 mW.

D. Network Architecture
As shown in Fig. 5, We setup LLC over WAVE (1609.4)
MAC and installed IPv6 and TCP Stack. RSU has both Ethernet MAC and WAVE MAC due to communicating with the
traditional internet outside VANET. As described in section III,
for communication in VANET, the actual IPv6 Packet is
wrapped once into IPv6 Header for VANET.

A. Simulation Design

IV. R ESEARCH I SSUES

In this section, we present how the simulation is implemented for TOMS. The simulation of TOMS is implemented
in Veins which is an open source framework for InterVehicular Communication (IVC) simulation in a data network
simulator called OMNeT++, cooperating with a road network
simulator called SUMO via Trafﬁc Control Interface (TraCI).
This allows for the bi-directionally coupled simulation of
road trafﬁc and network trafﬁc. The movement of vehicles in
SUMO is reﬂected in the movement of nodes in OMNeT++
via Veins.

In this section, we introduce some research issues related
to TCP Context migration scheme as follows:
•

•

•

Security for TOMS. There is some security issue in the
process of retransmitting connection information for TCP
Pre-Setup.
Head (i.e., Proxy) vehicle determination algorithm.
Currently, the vehicle position is predicted through the
DSDV message transmitted from each vehicle. However,
generating too much DSDV packets leads to waste of
bandwidth.
Network layer collapse due to cross layer design.
Overloading occurs due to a lot of processing through
TCP, IP, Mac Layer to cooperate TCP data. etc.

B. The Impact of TCP Setup Time
In this section, we evaluate the performance of TOMS in
terms of the TCP setup time. As shown in Fig. 6, It shows data
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Fig. 8. TCP Setup Time of our propose

transmission in a traditional wireless network. The vehicular
3 waits until it enters the RSU communication range and
transmits it. The actual TCP setup request occurred in 50
seconds, but the TCP setup is established at 98.494 seconds
after moving the vehicle. As shown in Fig. 7, It shows data
transmission using vehicular network. In this case, the leading
vehicle is connected in 56.681 seconds as a routing function.
As shown in Fig. 8, It shows our propose. the TCP setup time
is delivered by the lead vehicle. Therefore, it establish only
56.651 seconds.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a framework of TCP Context
Migration Scheme (TOMS) for efﬁcient data services in vehicular networks. TOMS can reduce TCP setup time and speed
up data transmission through cooperative data delivery among
vehicles and RSUs. In order to reliably transmit Website data
and driving information in real life, TCP Conext Migration can
achieve much higher performance. As future work, we will
implement the simulation of not only TCP setup procedure,
but also the migration of TCP context (e.g., sequence number,
acknowledgement number, receiver buffer size, and congestion
window size), and also evaluate the performance of our TOMS
in a realistic road network setting.
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